
Forge lead time is 5-7 business days for

quantities up to 20. 

In an effort to reduce our impact on the

environment, and reduce the amount of

waste that installers need to remove

from site, Forge will be bulk packed

whenever possible. 

lead time & packaging 



FORGE AHEAD.  
Nothing embodies the American
spirit quite like that statement. It ’s
that spirit that inspired our new
American-made line, FORGE .



FORGE FOUNDATION
Our line of Forge casegoods and meeting

tables are crafted in America’s heartland

from high performance thermally fused

laminates in rich woodgrains. 



Premium, American acoustic guitar

builder, Taylor Guitars, was the

inspiration behind Layered Walnut. A

trademark of Taylor Guitars  is the use

of layered woods, which is done to

achieve both superior sound quality and

forestry preservation. The look of

Taylor's Layered Walnut evokes the

warmth and richness we wanted to

bring to our new Forge line. 

layered walnut



Commonly heralded by tree experts as

“one tough tree”, the Hackberry is a

beautiful hardwood native  to America.

The Hackberry thrives in a broad span of

temperatures and on sites that vary

from 14" to 60" of annual rainfall . They

even stand up to strong winds and air

pollution. The adaptability and

hardiness of this species inspired the

Forge Hackberry finish. 

hackberry



Drawer fronts proudly display matching
vertical graining. Modesties feature
horizontal graining, allowing the eye to follow
the desk top. Matching edge banding
finishes off the rich effect.

details for the
discerning



Desk tops and meeting tables feature
cable management grommets in solid
metal. Clean linear ledge pulls reinforce
the solid structure and aesthetic of Forge.
Metal elements are available in Anthracite,
a sleek black finish.*

heavy metal

*Additional metal finishes will be added throughout 2021.



desking



desking
Complete casegoods line consists of desks, bridges,
returns, credenzas, and storage, including laterals,
pedestals, hutches and storage cabinets. 







meeting



meeting



Come together in style around collaboration and
conference tables.

meeting





Forge Straight Desk - Complete Set 
FORGE-DSK-STRAIGHT-4830: $620
FORGE-DSK-STRAIGHT-6030: $690
FORGE-DSK-STRAIGHT-6630: $720
FORGE-DSK-STRAIGHT-7236: $770 

desking

Forge Bow Desk - Complete Set
FORGE-DSK-BOW-7236: $870 

Forge Bridge - Complete Set 
FORGE-BRG-4224: $530
FORGE-BRG-4824: $570

Forge Return - Complete Set 
FORGE-RET-4224: $580
FORGE-RET-4824: $640

Forge Credenza - Complete Set 
FORGE-CRD-6624: $680
FORGE-CRD-7224: $740

SKU SPECIFICATION

-LW = Layered Walnut
-HKBY = Hackberry

Example:
FORGE-DSK-BOW-7236-LW 
FORGE-DSK-BOW-7236-HKBY



storage

SKU SPECIFICATION

-LW = Layered Walnut
-HKBY = Hackberry

Example:
FORGE-LAT-TS-35-LW 
FORGE-LAT-TS-35-HKBY

Forge Lateral File - With Top 
FORGE-LAT-36: $1,040
Forge Lateral File - Top Supporting
FORGE-LAT-TS-35: $920

Forge Storage Cabinet - With Top
FORGE-STOR-CAB-3629: $730

Forge Storage Cabinet - Top Supporting 
FORGE-STOR-CAB-TS-3629: $690

Forge Pedestal - File File 
FORGE-PED-TS-FF: $720

Forge Pedestal - Box Box File
FORGE-PED-TS-BBF: $680

Forge Pencil Drawer
FORGE-PD: $168

Forge Bookcase
FORGE-BC-3248: $690
FORGE-BC-3266: $790

Forge Hutch
FORGE-HUTCH-66: $990
FORGE-HUTCH-72: $1,200



meeting

SKU SPECIFICATION

-LW = Layered Walnut
-HKBY = Hackberry

Example:
FORGE-CT-72-LW 
FORGE-CT-72-HKBY

Forge Conference 
FORGE-CT-72: $1,200
FORGE-CT-96: $1,600
FORGE-CT-120: $2,200
FORGE-CT-42R: $900

Forge Collaboration
FORGE-COLLAB: $1,900



Forge lead time is 5-7 business days for

quantities up to 20. 

In an effort to reduce our impact on the

environment, and reduce the amount of

waste that installers need to remove

from site, Forge will be bulk packed

whenever possible. 

lead time & packaging 






